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This invention relates to a wertical file facilitate easy insertion of paper's into · the
pocket and method of :usSem1bling the Saline. file,
I incl()Se betWeen these plies the fl:unges
Present day filing .of busineSS (lata re On the bottOm and end w:alls, preventing
quires that the file pockets used must be those fianges from protruding into the in
5 capable of being manufactured at low c0st terior of the file. In like manner, this in
and yet must be extremely (lurable. A Sertion of the flanges between the plies and
unique design and method of assembly Which the
Side Walls presents a smooth outside sur
I have evolved, enable me to meet the abOwe face as well as a smooth inside surface and
requirements in each particular. . .
enableS the files to be slipped into a drawer
0 · in the past, various types of Side Walls adjacent one another with facility. '
65
for these pockets have been experimented It will be observed from a further study
with and commercially used. Stiff mate of this application that the several advan
rials, whether thick or thin, have been unsat tageS of this file pocket are procured from
isfactory for the side walls, because they an extremely 'simple method of manufac
0
15 prevented
of anecessary
file drawer
from ture and aSSembly.
poSSessing the
the contents
yieldability
to rapid
The
principal
object
of
my
invention,
filing operations. When subjected to Sud
is to evolve a method of assembly
den`, and undue preSSures, Stiff materials therefore,
for producing a wertical file pocket of low
cracked and thereafter rapidly deteriorated. cOStand great durability and which lends
20 · Both thick and thin flexible materialS met | itself to rapid filing operations.
75
with the requirement of flexibility, but re Further advantages and objects will be
tained the bad characteristic of tearing at come apparent upon reference to the follow
the top edge of the pocket after being in ing deScription and drawing in which:
serwice for a short time. Further use ag Fig. 1 is a plan wiew of a sheet of material |
25 grawated this condition quickly and in time before
it is folded to form the side of the 80
produced a file pocket with jagged edges be filepocket,
~
tween which it was difficult to insert papers Fig. 2 is a fragmentary Sectional wiew
and upon which edges it was impossible to taken on the line A-A, and
retaim identifying tabS.
~
F'ig. 8_is a perspective of the file complete- "
30 · Rxperiments were also m:ude in the com |ly ?SSembled.
~
?
! struction of Side Walls consisting of tWo or Referring more particularly to the draw
more plies of flexible material, but these also ing, the Sheet, generally designated 1 in Fig.
Soon became Subject to Splitting at the top 1 is made of any suitable material, preferably
edge and became a Source of annoyance and a flexible fiber paper, cut as illustrated and
85 expense. Furthermore, the cost of assemb-. folded along the dotted line 2. It is obvious 90
ling Several plies has always been toogreat, that when folded, the edges of this sheet, will
as it required careful fitting of the plies to
fall into accurate , registration,
bring about accurate registration of the naturally
eliminating the expense heretofore met with
edges. This latter feature will be readily in aligning the edges of separate plies.
40 understood aS neceSSitating manufacturing The bottom and end walls are preferably
COStS quite out of proportion to the economic
value of the file pocket.

~

The nowel design and method of assembly

" .which I have evolved owercomes the diffi

formed integrally and form a plaited element, .
generally indicated aS 4, to produce · a col
lapsible file pocket. However, it is obvious
that a plaited element is not neceSSary nor
must the end Walls and bottom be integral.
On each side and formed integrally with
the bottom and with the end walls are flanges
adapted to be inserted between the plies of
the side Walls.
~
The fragmentary cross section in Fig. 2 105
shows the flanges 5 inserted between the plies
of the side walls as described. The rounded
corners 8 as shoWm in B'ig. 1 are, of course,
not neceSSary, but preferably are shown and

45 culties heretofore met in this particular art.
I utilize a sheet of flexible material, folded
upon itself, using the folded edge for the
top edge of the file_pocket, and by reason
of hawing cut_the sheet in the shape of a
50 rectangle, its edges maturally fall into accur
' ate registration when folded. In this way I
produce a wearing edge that is rounded and
will not split and obviate altogether the
costly process of registering the edges of
55 two plies of material. Furthermore, to are held together by the adhesive mixture II0

?

i,622,758

which is applied between the dotted line 6 and . upon itself to fo1'm a closed top edge, and a
the outer edges of the sheet 1. All this ad bottom and end Walls having their marginS
hesive mixture is appliéd on one side of the interposed between the plies of Said Side
sheet; hence, when the sheet, is folded, the wall, said margins and the plies of the Side .

cut edges adhere and retain between them Wall being Secured together to form a uni
the flanges 5. Since the major portions of , tary structure,
the surface of each side wall are not glued 2. In a vertical file pocket a side wall com
together and are able to slide freely, one prising a rectangular sheet of flexible ma
against the other, this nowel feature increases terial folded upon itself with the folded edge
the flexibility of the side walls and decreases at the top of the pocket, two end walls and
a bottom joined integrally and prowided with
{ lue poSSibility of their creasing.
The end edges 'f of the side walls adhesive margins adapted to be secured between the
~^
-*
ly secured together are not subject to much (?(lges of said side Wall.
we:ar and will not split. The brunt of the 3. In a wertical file pocket a rectangular ·
we:ar falls upon the top edges 8, but my im sheet of flexible material folded upon itself 40
w'(}ntion produces a folded edge here which to form a side wall with the folded edge at
(':unnot Split and will withstand great abuse. the top of the pocket, two plaited end walls
Obvious modifications of this invention and a plaited bottom joined integrally and
]}1ay be made without departing from the provide(l with margins adapted to be Secured
20 s])irit, and scope of the invention abOwe de t() said side Wall.
*
st:ril)ed and Set forth in the following claims. In witness of the foregoing I affix my Sig- é
I claim :
' 1. A wertical file pocket including a side
H0UGENE F. AHLQUIST.
Wall comprising a, sheet of material folded
85
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naturc.
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